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COURSE OVERVIEW
The operation of an oil trade is the key element of the overall physical oil deal management. Having
a clear understanding of the role and responsibilities of an operations professional and the elements
involved in that role has a positive impact on maximising profit, reducing loss, mitigating risk and the
overall success of the deal.
The objective of this comprehensive course is to provide an understanding of, and training on how
to do, oil trading operations. The course is ideal for people in the industry who are either new to what
is collectively termed ‘oil trading operations’, or for those considering, or being considered, for such
a role.
The course is also very useful for members of other teams engaged in the front-to-back oil trade
process in order to gain a better understanding of what goes on in an ever expanding and complex
role.
_________________________________________________________________________________
TRAINING PLAN
This operations course has been designed to meet three specific criteria.
Process - it is designed to show the process of operations and how that fits within the greater
context of the trade and its related activities.
Delivery - it is designed to be delivered in twenty-minute lectures.
Context - it is designed to not only highlight the processes and knowledge required by an
operator, but also to highlight common problems with each step in the process and how these
can be dealt with.
The reasoning behind each of these criteria is as follows.
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Process
Many operations courses focus on the wide range of skills a successful operator must have.
Whilst these courses cover the theory of each skill set, they rarely set them within the context of
how a physical commodity is actually operated. Operations, by its very nature, is process driven.
This course is designed to show the how the process starts before the operator is involved and
how the operator ties into that overall process, allowing the operator greater understanding of
how what they do impacts other parts of the business and why each step in the process is
important. It also seeks to show other business units how operations fit into the overall business
and how it interacts and overlaps with their business areas.
Delivery
Retention of information transmitted, and the application of this new information are the key
success markers of any course.
This course is split up into twelve modules, each one covering a specific set of topics that are
interrelated. Each module in turn is split up into three lectures of twenty minutes each and each
lecture will cover three to four topics. Twenty-minute lectures can be consumed anywhere. They
can be listened to while at lunch, they can be watched on a train, they can even be watched with
colleagues to open a topic of conversation.
One other reason for breaking down the lectures into twenty-minute chunks is to make them
easier to reference. Once one has read a textbook, one rarely reads it in its entirety again. If one
needs to brush up on a specific item, then you look it up and go directly to that point without
having to wade through the rest of the information. These lectures are designed in the same
way.
Context
An operator does not just facilitate the physical movement of a product from A to B, they actively
seek to mitigate any risk involved in that process. The lecture structure is based on the process
involved in operating a cargo, but it also seeks to show the key risks at each stage of that process
and how these can be dealt with. By dealing with these in context we show the operator why
these risks arise at each stage in the process, why they are important and how to deal with them.
_________________________________________________________________________________
COURSE MATERIALS
All participants receive a comprehensive downloadable training manual together with resources and
materials which accompany the course, as a guide for future reference.
_________________________________________________________________________________
CERTIFICATION
Upon completion of all modules, participants receive a certificate that they have attended this course
and received training to the level of ability necessary to perform professional oil trading operations.
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_________________________________________________________________________
COURSE SCHEDULE
12 hours training
12 x 1 hours - online learning sessions
Each session is comprised of 3 x 20-minute topics/areas – one session comprises 3 topics/areas
_________________________________________________________________________
COURSE DATES
PRESENTING ONLINE IN APRIL
SPECIFIC COURSE DATES AND TIMES TO BE ADVISED
_________________________________________________________________________________
TRAINING COST

USD $1,950 PER PERSON

A 10% discount is available to two participants from the same organisation
A 15% discount is available to three or more participants from the same organisation

_________________________________________________________________________________
LESSON PLAN
MODULE 1 - OIL TRADE
•
•
•
•
•

Introduction
General overview
Incoterms
Typical contract structure
Risk and mitigation factors

MODULE 2 – CHARTERING
•
•
•
•
•

Introduction
General overview
Freight and costs
Typical contract structure
Risk and mitigation factors

MODULE 3 – MONEY
•
•
•
•
•

Introduction
Pricing
Trade finance
Costs and claims
Risk and mitigation factors

MODULE 4 - RISK MANAGEMENT
•
•

Introduction
Deal risk
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•
•

Operational risk
Insurance

MODULE 5 - PRE-LOADING IN THE OFFICE
•
•
•
•
•

Introduction
Load orders
Documentary Instructions
Inspector and Agent appointments
Risk and mitigation factors

MODULE 6 - PRE-LOADING AT THE PORT
•
•
•
•
•

Introduction
Terminal
Agent
Inspectors
Risk and mitigation factors

MODULE 7 - PRE-LOADING ON THE SHIP
•
•
•
•
•

Introduction
Load orders
Tank preparation
Crew
Risk and mitigation factors

MODULE 8 - ARRIVAL AND LOADING
•
•
•
•

Introduction
Pre berthing
Getting the oil onto the ship
Risk and mitigation factors

MODULE 9 - CARGO DOCUMENTATION
•
•
•
•

Introduction
Bill of Lading
Certificate of Quantity and Quality
Other documents

MODULE 10 - DELIVERY OF THE OIL
•
•
•
•
•

Introduction
Laden passage
Arrival
Discharge
Risk and mitigation factors

MODULE 11 – PAYMENTS
•
•
•
•

Introduction
Freight
Oil
Letters of Credit
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•

Risk and mitigation factors

MODULE 12 - CLOSING THE FILE
•
•
•
•

Introduction
Claims
Letters of indemnity
Bills of lading

_________________________________________________________________________________
REGISTRATION
You may register one or more delegates for this course by contacting us at info@asdem.com. Please
include the following information for each delegate:
•

Company Name

•

Company Address

•

VAT No.

•

Delegate Name

•

Department

•

Phone

•

Email:

_________________________________________________________________________________
PAYMENT
Once your registration has been received, you will be issued an official invoice with full instructions for
payment.
Full payment must be received no later than 5 working days prior to the start of this course.
_________________________________________________________________________________
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